LANE CONDITION:
The lanes should be striped before the lanes are conditioned for Saturday and Sunday. The lanes are to
be conditioned the same way for all weekends. Strip and condition the lanes before every shift of
the tournament
LANE MONITORS:
Lane monitors to be furnished by host lanes, 1 monitor for each 4 to 6 lanes.
FEES:
Bowling fee will to be per your bid. Bowling fees will to be paid at the end of the tournament.
ITEM GIVEN TO EACH BOWLER:
The tournament will give each bowler a bag tag. The host lanes are to find a sponsor for the bag tags. If a
sponsor cannot be found, the cost of bag tags will be split between the Inter-city & the host lanes. The
Inter-city association will purchase the bag tags.
OFFICE SPACE & BALL CHECK:
The tournament requires office space which can be locked at night. The tournament will leave a computer in
the office over night. Space should be adequate for over-night ball check. The Inter-City staff will run the
ball check. The tournament will require space for 2 or 3 large boxes to be stored during the week (extra
hats, score sheets, misc. papers).
BRACKETS, JACKPOTS & 50/50 DRAWINGS:
. The host lanes are to have personnel to run brackets & jackpots (both actual & handicap) for all shifts of
the tournament. The Ohio Inter-City will furnish guidelines on how to run the brackets and jackpots. The
Ohio Inter-City is to be paid 25% of the gross profits from the brackets & jackpots. The Ohio Inter-City will
conduct 50/50 drawings each shift of the tournament.
TOURNAMENT HEADQUARTERS:
The host lanes are to secure a tournament headquarters hotel. The tournament headquarters hotel is to
furnish two complimentary rooms each Saturday night of the tournament schedule.
INFORMATION BOOK:
Tournament Manager will prepare & print the book. Ads are to be sold by the host lanes and the cost of
the book to be paid by the host lanes from the ad revenues. Ads are to the tournament manager by
October first.
SCORE PRINT OUTS:
The host lanes will printout a frame by frame listing of all scores at the end of each shift for use by the
tournament staff and as a permanent record of the scores. The scores should be ready within 15 minutes
of the completion of each shift.

